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Whereas, 

The U.S. fossil fuel industry continues to seek bailouts during the COVID-19 crisis, as global oil                

demand craters and crude oil floods an already oversupplied market. These twin phenomena have              

combined to crash the price of oil, threatening the stability of the U.S. oil and gas sector. The federal                   

government has responded by cutting environmental and public health regulations, prioritizing           

corporations over frontline workers and communities, and exploring appropriating billions of dollars to             

purchase oil surpluses to fill the Strategic Petroleum Reserve.[1] Most recently, big banks are              

establishing holding companies to snap up financially shaky oil and gas companies, offering an ostensible               

private bailout.[2] 

During this crisis, the U.S. government should assert long-term ownership and control over fossil              

fuel companies to safeguard long-term economic security for workers, avoid taxpayer-funded windfalls            

for fossil fuel executives, restore communities exploited by fossil fuel corporations, save taxpayer             

dollars, and ensure an eventual managed phase-out of coal, oil, and gas production. 

Bailing out the oil, gas, and coal industries with no strings attached would return our economy                

to a precarious status quo in which the fossil fuel industry’s volatile and environmentally destructive               

business model worsens our economic and environmental crises. It would allow a handful of executives               

and wealthy shareholders to continue to extract the vast majority of profits while taxpayers, workers,               

and exploited communities shoulder the burden of corporate and social risks and externalities. 

We need public ownership for the people, not a bailout for fossil fuel executives. By assuming                

ownership and control of the coal, oil, and gas industries, the U.S. government can position itself to                 

provide near- and long-term economic security for struggling workers and communities, and to             

proactively wind down fossil fuel production to meet climate goals. This approach would help manage               

further social, financial, and environmental stress from a sector already in decline before COVID-19. 

Long before the current crises, the U.S. fossil fuel industry has demonstrated it cannot safely               

manage its assets or protect workers in the best of times.[3] Oil, gas, and coal are well known for                   

boom-bust cycles that alternately rely on public subsidies to enable extraction that drains our carbon               

budget—boom [4]—or treat workers and communities as casualties, leaving taxpayers to pay the             

bill—bust.[5] 

History shows these are systemic cycles of a privately owned fossil fuel industry—features, not              

bugs. In the next crisis, fossil fuel companies will either ask to be bailed out yet again, or enter                   

bankruptcy to default on worker and community protections before reemerging with a fresh name and               

the same business model. Public ownership of the fossil fuel sector is the clearest path to manage the                  

industry’s phase-out in a way that puts workers, impacted communities, and the public interest first. 

Public ownership can ensure floundering companies don’t cut worker and community           

protections amid economic crisis. In the longer-term, public control can also address the fossil fuel               

business model’s biggest systemic risk—the necessary transition to a clean energy economy.[6]            

Researchers examining coal communities in six countries concluded that failure to anticipate, accept,             

and prepare for transition was a key difference between long-term economic success for workers and               



long-term unemployment.[7] As the Climate Justice Alliance states, “Transition is inevitable. Justice is             

not.”[8] Establishing a coordinated, comprehensive federal transition plan can prevent unnecessary and            

permanent disruption for fossil fuel workers, industry-dependent families, and regions reliant on            

extraction.  

The implications for management of the transition—and by extension the fate of workers and              

communities—are immense. Public ownership would shift control of U.S. fossil fuel reserves from             

profit-driven, myopic shareholders to a government acting in the public interest. Rather than lobbyists              

running the show, the government could mandate oversight of a managed phase-out of fossil fuel               

production via an independent Federal Just Transition Agency. Therefore, be it 

 

RESOLVED, that the Convention calls on the Virginia Delegation to United States Congress: US Senators               

Tim Kaine and Mark Warner, along with US Representatives Don Beyer, Gerry Connolly, Elaine Luria,               

Donald MacEachin, Bobby Scott, Abigail Spanberger, and Jennifer Wexton to pursue the following in              

Congress: 

 

1. establish a Just Transition Agency: Congress could create a Just Transition Agency to become a               

vehicle for public ownership of fossil fuel assets. The agency could distribute funds for a just                

transition and establish management structures ready to acquire assets and property[9]; 

2. condition COVID-19 Stimulus Bailouts: Congress can condition any COVID-19 bailout funds           

available to the fossil fuel industry on ownership stakes in order to manage a just transition to                 

protect workers, communities, and the climate, and ban the use of stimulus funds for fossil fuel                

expansion; 

3. modify Bankruptcy Law: Congress could modify bankruptcy law so that any company with             

primary operations in oil, gas, and coal production will be automatically transferred into             

governmental receivership upon filing for bankruptcy, including Chapter 11 reorganization;  

4. clarify Federal Reserve Powers: Congress could require the Federal Reserve to consider climate             

change as a key systemic financial risk, and explicitly empower the central bank to acquire               

equity stakes, exercise voting rights, and actively manage business assets[10]; and 

5. stop the Private Bank Fossil Fuel Bailout: Congress could close loopholes from the Financial              

Services Modernization Act of 1999 to prevent private bank ownership of commodities and             

thwart a rumored private bank buyout of floundering fossil fuel companies.[11] 

 

Background: 

 

https://thenextsystem.org/learn/stories/case-public-ownership-fossil-fuel-industry 

https://newrepublic.com/article/156941/moderate-proposal-nationalize-fossil-fuel-industry 
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